Life-Assurance by National Strategy in coming climate WAR-TIME. ‘13/11/27,12/22
<<W Default in finance & climate debt toward building new money regime>>
summary_1:
To tell climate fact,prolonging the current regime would cause coming hell decades of
famine and unprecedented outrageous various chaos toward mass extinction about in
2040.Climate scientists had known well,however they could not having global declaration
the deadly fact to start the global countermeasure against the deadly crisis..
A decisive reason of the difficulty may be due to nothing synthesizing on renewal
politico-economy regime against climate crisis.Because,the new regime is to require
⑴More than 80% CO2 cut to emergently stabilize global temperature rise.Even though,
maximum temperature rise would be 0.3+0.1℃?,which could not be told safe enough.
⑵Emergent Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering to stop ice lid retreat for intercepting
Methane Eruption Catastrophe(the final mass extinction event) by Arctic ocean warming.
⑶In above conditions,securing all people’s life.If not all,but minor elites,which would
cause criminal or wars chaos toward escalating global struggling chaos(op EndGame).
Then the politico-economy new regime accomplishing ⑴⑵⑶ seems very difficult to
install. None(??) declared such revolutional proposing at least in global public. Certainly ,it is
nothing ,but revolution also against the status quo the stubborn conservative worrying own
status decline.Once those who knew nothing about new regime design, but knew ⑴⑵⑶
would become desperate !!!.This may be one of the most reason why the major scientists
(also public) had become silent.Note those may be major,but few has been tackling against
the silent. Even though,nothing strong proposing new regime design would cause something desperate. Now we could overcome the difficulty. This is the aim of this trial report.
Also note that the world has been facing unprecedented global economy collapse due to
huge debts(CO2 in air is also debt must be reduced).Then they has been on quantitive
easing to bailout government and corporate in difficulty by huge printed money supplying in
order to transfer debt from private to public.After all,the massive debts could not be settled
without causing hyperinflation at last in their plot.This would be double disaster of both
economy and climate in coming years.The righteous settlement is decisive default with
liquidation.Then note installing operation⑴ is also necessary default .Since industry
without enough oil shall be closure to bankrupt. Government becomes no revenue,but
default with reasonable liquidation and with issuing new money.This method could be
explained consistent in this report. Note the conservatism without the countermeasure
becomes desperate hell, revolution would be also hell,but with hope for future.

summary_2:
Now we have been going on this greedy,but stupid regime toward mass extinction.
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W reduction in CO2 and Debt by global default with liquidation
Almost of no carbon energy for industry is massive bankruptcy to default
Installing new money regime by planed economy to constructing new regime
＊Methodology in Default and Installing New Money regime are main tasks of this report.

⑴More than 80% CO2 cut to emergently stabilize global temperature.
⑵Emergent Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering to stop Methane Catastrophe
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
⑶securing all people’s life by becoming soldier against climate catastrophe.
saving foods,strong R&D in new energy,Geo engineering to stabilize climate,
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf

summary_3:The Plan for Resetting to new Regime(ready time for 2,3 years)
⑴The Purpose.
⒜deadly climate fact confirmed by government due to the same declaration by scientists.
Notification on Strict Carbon Energy Rationing by the 80% reduction policy and on
Emergency of Arctic Cooling geo Engineering<climate change crisis≡CCC>.
⒝Government Default Declaration toward new money issuing with reasonable liquidation.
⒞Foretelling Industry Bankruptcy and Massive Jobless by ban on carbon energy.
⑵The Implementation.
⒟Notification the tentative Plan toward new regime with energy rationing, with new
money and with massive employment<Operation Global Ramadan>.
⒠Notification on researcher employment on the final Planed Economy.
⒡Starting spontaneous industry liquidation toward resetting and registering
new employment(soldier)due to the tentative plan”⑴⒞”notified by government.
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[１]：Defeat of the Capitalism<Crucial Climate & Economy Facts Recognition>.

☞:As for details of economics,readers are recommend to learn END at first.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf.
None could stopt to recognize war defeating reality in the global capitalism ruling by
having known following deadly realities.
⑴The deadly Climate situation.
If you try to find websites on 80%CO2 reduction,many of they parallelly say until 2050 !!!.
By authors collected data,about 2050 is era of extinction event(Arctic Methane Catastrophe)
without having done effective climate countermeasure !!!. Certainly they could not emit CO2
anymore by that 2050. Now the world affair has been such as mentioned in above bad joke.
Emergent installing necessity of the operation ⑴⑵⑶ could be confirmed in following.
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
So the capitalism with massive oil consumption had entirely destructed climate stability
toward mass extinction.Now we have been on brink of abyss.This is nothing but deadly
defeat of the capitalism.Now in this report,climate analysis-itself is not main task.
⑵The deadly People’s Life situation and the Global Elites.
⒜Main theme in this report is economy synthesizing in the deadly climate fact,but not
climate analyzing-itself.At first note what have happened by the unprecedented global
economy recession since 2008. Note American population is about 3.2trillion.
population of food stamp in recent USA
http://money.cnn.com/2013/09/19/news/economy/food-stamp-cuts/
Some 47.6 million people, or nearly 15% of the population, get food stamps, according to
September federal data.
https://www.commondreams.org/headline/2013/09/20-1
A shocking 14.5 percent of all U.S. households—amounting to 49 million people—suffered
food insecurity in 2012, with poor households
More than six in ten workers say they worry they will lose their jobs
http://www.washingtonpost.com/page/2010-2019/WashingtonPost/2013/09/28/National-Poli
tics/Polling/release_266.xml
16.4 % of the European population is poor.
http://inequalitywatch.eu/spip.php?article99&lang=en
EU economic crisis causing massive rise in poverty – Red Cross.October 10, 2013
http://rt.com/news/europe-crisis-red-cross-981/

⒝“1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.
＊http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html
＊http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population
-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
Now governments has been repaying debt by borrowing debt. Something catastrophe in
coming years may be possible in ordinal common sense. As the consequence,nation money
become terrible tight,while necessary payment has been entirely increasing.
It’s upside down to weaken public, only which can support private when private had
become weak in the historical global recession.However ,big money without becoming
tax has been decisively lying in some wealthy in private sector.
Also note massive nation people now has become burden for the global noble elites in
both meaning of economy and climate crisis.Then they has been conspiring outrageous
plan called Operation EndGame. It’s extermination of humanity.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1135489/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl
They has been fearing facts exposed to public and the revolution to cause their decline.
⒞What has been interfering the policy accomplishment ?
This most substantial problem is described in ⒟.
Summary to tell,its the supremacism of wealthier people who consider poor should be
exploited and perished at last(operation End Game).
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1135489/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX
JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
⒟The Crucial Ideological Factors in Economy(and Politics)at now .
Strong want on higher income and higher status with confident on own ability may
be fundamental motive to be entrepreneur.However such motive could be possible by
some inflexibility also in bureaucratic system.
A wealthier people is to be entirely worry on losing own advantageous status-quo.
It is this mind that had established the communism regime in Russia Revolution 1917,
which is entirely upside down,but fact making common enemy of capitalism ally of WEST
with massive brain washing of anti-communism against people and elites in WEST.
http://hidhist.wordpress.com/books/none-dare-call-it-conspiracy-chapter-4/

Andropov the KGB chief having known the fact was to turn Soviet regime in 1989.
A reason is told that USSR could not endure huge military budget for the cold war.
After the event,the world monopolized by USA had been entirely endeavoring economic
growth,while it had turned to destruct climate environment which now becomes fatal.
By anyhow.they has been in strong delusion that now era has been forever<see ⑷>.
This stubborn mind in the elites has been causing the world non flexible to turn and
evade terrible hunger and poor in economy crisis and in coming deadly climate crisis.
To tell from the very beginning,they will not allow to admit the being of problem,but
has been hiding and interfering the honest debating those by threatenings.
Also massive people has been fearing in frank debating due to fear on loosing their status
in the conservative and brutal capitalism regime.That is,no liberty on honest debating.
One of strong motive of this report is to assure not to lose people’s freedom(job).
This is the top problem to be solved emergently,or we would face outrageous hell and
our extinction before long. Above all,the time is not so much !!!..
⒠What has been intercepting the policy accomplishment ?=upside down America !
(the conservative eugenic ideology＝those who are weak should be perished !!!).
“People and nation are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary”.
“Perpetual struggling strategy by setting up enemy due to the supremacism”
This is ideology of skull and bones the elite secret society in USA,which is told due to
Hegel Ideology in feudalism Preussen Germany in 19th.Then note the brutal and insidious
ruling machines CIA-military industry complex in USA are ruled by the minor American
elites,which are told reincarnation of NAZIS.Then note such CIA-military(the eugenics
ideology machine with anti-communism and with violence)are food stamper by nation tax.
police & bureucrats are also the same.It is substantially not poor,but the evils who has
been the biggest parasites in deposit-box of nation money .
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
⒡Government’s bailout and following Quantitive Easing are all social welfare.
Since 2008,USA government gave bailout to corporates GM,etc too big to fail. QE1-2-3
has injected more than $2.5T in GDP(2012)＝$5.5T to buy bad asset in financial sector.
http://www.policymic.com/articles/64699/fed-press-conference-why-qe3-will-never-end
Now those foods stamp for American capitalism is told impossible to stop. Even such
haughty them,unless big government,they could not survive by anymore.

⒢Social income assurance would make people wish not to work harder.
This may be true,however this would be very natural not to cause excess doing
causing such climate collapse in the Capitalism Regime(the global abrupt
economic growth by fueling huge amount of carbon energy has been causing
deadly climate collapse).
An animal with no hungry is to sleep by no working.
Crows are told to play by various tools,which could be observed frequently
⒣However to tell so,now world has been facing outrageous tasks to evade climate
collapse such as Arctic Methane Catastrophe,which has been urging abrupt
synthesis-ing the global project by global ability ,global wealth and global brave
manpower. Then the project urges joining both character persons of ⒟ and ⒢.

That is, now is just WARTIME ERA facing own extinction !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.777true.net/Climate-Time-Estimation-Table.pdf
⒤Still even now,why is it “democracy” for people ?!!!.
It is a leader(with sub) who could determine their organization destiny.
Then which do you opt leader ?? from hereditary bloodline,or from none bloodline,but
ability-line approved by mass-organization-itself .The latter is called democracy with
massive people foundation..A best leader must be selected only by his ability which has
been certificated in his past outcomes in organization,but not by bloodline.Massive people is
maximum possible source for growing good leader.
As you had known well,bloodline leaders are too conservative to adopt new regime for
evading global catastrophe.It is them who has been causing this world toward catastrophe.
Note Edward Snowden and Bradley Manning are justly not bloodline,even not college
graduate,(but educated technical skill in US military)even out of elite-line,but should be
called line of ability and conscience with resistance spirit(grown in massive public foundation)
against the establishment power.

⑶The deadly Government financial situation.
⒜USA(USA GDP=16.38T$,Budget＝3.803T$).
USA government 2013 data: http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/area/usa/keizai/eco_tusho/us_2013.html
income＝3.803T$

income contents rate

outpay＝3.803T$

revenue＝2.902T$

76.3％

budget＝3.803T$

debt＝(3.803-2.902)＝0.901T$

23.7％

financial cost % ???

Government total debt is $16.77 trillion as of M/ 31/ 2013.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_federal_budget
Financial cost in government is payment sum of interest (Rfg)$223 billion in FY2012
(６％).and principal(Mfg).＝???
must see AMERICA’S TOTAL DEBT＝59T$(+117$T).< GDP=16.38T$,
http://grandfather-economic-report.com/debt-summary-table.htm
Especially note that USA has been the top debt nation in the world !!.
⒝JAPAN(Japan public DEBT＝1008T¥,GDP=520T¥,Budget＝90T¥).
Following are data in Japan government 2012.They has been just in debt hell at now !!!.
http://www.chuo-u.ac.jp/research/institutes/economic/publication/discussion/pdf/discussno205.pdf#search='QE3%2C%E6%B3%A2%E5%8F%8A%E5%8A%B9%E6%9E%9C'

Also Japan government is impossible to repay debt =1000T¥ while income＝90T¥.

To tell as for USA,income(GDP) is 16T$,while accumulated DEBT(public＋private) is 59T$
or more(+117$T?).It is also almost impossible to repay !!!,Then what could happen ?.
Possible way is two.One is default with liquidation,the other is printing money by central
bank to buy national bond toward inflation.The latter is entirely life prolonging policy which
would be effective for a while.That is,entirely repaying debt by borrowing more debt toward
financial collapse.However,someday shall come when financial cost(repayment for
principal and interest) occupy almost of the government budget. It’s death of government
function.To tell the fact,government with massive debt had already been bankrupted.
But none will admit the serious fact of default necessity.Wealthy creditors with massive bond
has been worrying on default which has been suppression on poor government(plutocracy
regime).Then who would be victim of the disaster ?.By anyhow,coming default would be
inevitable.However it is told “a crisis is simultaneously chance”. A decisive key concept in
this report is ”default with reasonable liquidation”.Conclusionary to tell,
a default could be salvation toward new regime construction. It is better to do haste.
⑷decadent commercialism.
Essentially industrial capitalism had ended,because recent goods are almost decadent
one.So there are nothing to do.On the contrary,the prolonging is fatal to be harmful.

[２]：Default due to Carbon Energy Budget in more than 80% reduction policy.
⑴Minimum Energy in the most fundamental sectors in securing life.
The trend of energy supplying and consumption (Japanese 2009)
http://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/topics/hakusho/2011energyhtml/2-1-2.html
Following discussion aims life by less than 20% carbon energy. It's a very coarse estimation
on minimum life assurance.Conclusion is affirmative,that is possible by about 20%.However
that would be very tight,so emergent new energy developing is decisively necessary.
After all,most corporate in industry and service sectors would be forced closure to
bankruptcy due to less carbon energy and massive people would lose job ,but become
nation soldier to secure own life.They shall become assistants for agriculture and energy
engineering.Another important task is constructing underground residences toward
coming long era of wild climate.
Note energy ratio in the total of 14394x1015J for indispensable sectors agriculture-fishery,
rail road-communication,... and ,kitchen in 2009 Japan are following table.Note the values in
table are current one,which must be drastically improved to reduce more.
Energy partition must be rationing by strong public control.
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Energy Engineering is crucial for everyone!!!!!!!
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rail road=0.5%(7.0x1015J).

*bicycle & horse carriage are recommended
water fuel for small vehicle(Stanley Meyer)
communication＝about 0.15％.
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residence heating & lighting=70%/2807PJ.
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kitchen=1.2%,room heating＝3.7%

*skylight and roof fun heater are recommended
*rail road=0.5% ?,is it electrical energy or the primitive oil energy ??

⑵Ban on 80% carbon energy is to cause massive closure in industry and service.
This is big crucial problem of planned economy for synthesizing renewal economy
regime.Then people jobless is to return their rural homes to establish self-sufficient life(≡
SR(Ⅰ)),or to become soldier(≡NP) under administration operations.
⒜Massive bankruptcy of corporates by ban for carbon energy.
Massive closure would become bankruptcy for corporates which should be considered
war-victims for rescue in liquidation.Some indispensable portion of corporate would be
employed in national projects.The bankruptcy must be well planed.
⒝Problem of Goverment Finance:
Government could not get sufficient revenue by business sector closure.Then possible
method is Issuing new money with certain exchanging rate for old money(in domestic
dealing).At the same time,government could not stop to declare default on national
bond.The liquidation may be canceling by emergent property taxation in
domestic,and by bonds(real assets) for abroad.

Note the time is wartime regime !!!.

If national economy system is zero sum theorem(ZST,no red and black)state(0=income－
outgo for everyone),the total issuing money become income for government(taxation and
national business sales income). If not,someone become debtors ,while someone become
creditors of national central bank,and debt-bond are canceled to zero(Appendix_3).
⒞Problem of Manpower (labor and technical)Support:
NP:(national project Ⅰ)
They would work for national project accomplishing self-sufficient economy systems(Ⅰ).
Recovering farms devastated and constructing new farms for coming famine era.
Another national project is carbonless energy engineering and global forestization(Ⅱ).
And Arctic cooling geo-engineering(Ⅲ).
⒟Problem of Financial Support:
Maybe government finance would be very difficult,however,high military budget could be
utilizable for national projects.Many pension funds would be corrupted in coming economy
crisis,so they should invest those fund to buy real asset of foods producting.
Not money,but real foods saving could secure future life.
⒠Problem of Cultural Support:
An artist was job of beggar in ancient era.So jobless soldier should be disciplined
In business technical training and also in art training.Music,opera and sport...,are best.

⑶Most of Industry would be closure,but exceptional and emergent one
Most of energy consumption sector at now is industry for luxury goods products,
Those must be decisively closure to reduce massive carbon energy.Even though
indispensable industry would be the most energy consumption factor.Note corporate
could survive by spontaneous transforming to be less carbon energy along the
tentative plan”⑴⒞”in ready time or in more time by respite.
⑷Minimum Transportation with local self-sufficient economy.
In order to establish minimum transportation,it is Recommendation on self-sufficient
life in agricultural-rural areas.Recommendation on self-sufficient economy in rural
villages and towns.Many people as they could go and live into rural area .
Minimum transportation could be accomplished by “railroad” the highest energy
efficiency(23.6→0.5%). Old style of street car recovering are recommended.
bicycle & horse carriage are recommended in short distant transportation.
water fuel would become notable for small vehicle(Stanley Meyer).
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

⑸Most of Service sector would be closure,but exceptional and emergent one
Medicare,school,indispensable research and education institutions are important.
Energy consumption in this sector are residence heating and lighting of 70% !!.
Drastic high efficiency by tough effort would be indispensable.
⑹Home consumption should be kitchen and heating for minimum life saving.
roof water heater,skylight and roof fun heater are recommended. Above all,underground
residence construction would be crucial in coming wild climate era.

[３]：A Final Judgment.

2013/11/26,27,12/12

[Ａ]：Global Bankruptcy Declaration in Climate & Economy Crisis
⑴Climate Crisis Declaration by scientists on 80%CO2 cut & Arctic Methane Emergency.
This is possible,because climate conclusion on coming era are almost certain.Nothing
carbon reduction is to cause more higher global temperature with devastating most of
people's life by wild climate.It would be unprecedented hell world of famine and chaos.The
last stage is mass extinction event of Arctic Methane Catastrophe in about 2040.
Possible global and emergent countermeasure(main national project) are as follows.
ⅠMore than 80% carbon energy reduction to sink surplus CO2 in atmosphere for more
than 60 years.In about 30 years,global temperature rise could be stopped with ＋0.3~0.4℃.
ⅡNow Arctic ice rid retreat has been in positive feedback by ice extent retreat with
increasing solar ray input.In order to stop the retreat,Arctic Cooling Engineering is decisive.
ⅢSecuring people's minimum life in above mentioned conditions.
⑵Default Declaration also in Economy by leading nations
USA,EU,Japan,and etc nations are substantially bankrupted government nations,
And also they has been the most accumulated emitter of CO2 debt.Their unique
possible way for salvation is declaring default(It is nothing,but declaring war defeat due
to [１]) toward reasonable liquidation.It is nothing,but resetting of the regime.
⑶The Plan for Resetting to new Regime(ready time for 2,3 years)
⑴The Purpose.
⒜deadly climate fact confirming by government due to ⑴.
Notification on Strict Carbon Energy Rationing by the 80% reduction policy.
Notification on Emergency of Arctic Cooling geo Engineering.
⒝Government Default Declaration toward reasonable liquidation.
⒞Foretelling Industry Bankruptcy and Massive Jobless by ban on carbon energy.
⑵The Implementation.
⒟Notification the tentative Plan toward new regime with energy rationing, with new
money and with massive employment<Operation Global Ramadan>.
⒠Notification on researcher employment on the final Planed Economy.
⒡Starting industry resetting and registering new employment(soldier)due to the trial
plan notified by government.

⑷National Referendum Yes or No on 80%CO2 cut & Arctic Methane Emergency.
National Referendum Yes or No on Default Declaration toward new regime.
In the matter of course,nation people shall be explained the cause and new regime plan.
⑸Yes＝starting installation on operation Global Ramadan(2,3 years for R&D !!!)
=Pseudo Wartime Declaration by Government to set up the OPERATIONs

[Ｂ]：Employment in (pseudo)WAR TIME REGIME.

2013-11-21

⑴Singular feature of massive mind paralyzing in facing climate crisis.
Climate crisis is nothing,but decisive fatal reality.However it is too inconvenient to
admit,because honest admitting is to denay the modern civilization-itself of the gorgeous
capitalism regime with massive consuming of fuel energy.However to say so,coming
climate hell is more outrageous denying the civilization,because the final stage would be
mass extinction events of all life on the earth<Arctic Methane Catastrophe at nearly about
2040 in current trend without decisive global countermeasure>.Then most hesitating people
is just climate scientists who had known both the fatal reality and the too inconvenience
against the modern civilization.
Then only possible countermeasure is global war time regime by all people becoming
soldier with GHQ who has well programed operations against climate crisis. Their main
tasks are (1)life assurance of all people with minimum energy of (2)80%CO2 cutting and
(3) Arctic Cooling Operation intercepting Methane Catastrophe.

It’s outrageous and

unprecedented operations which never be before. This is nothing,but a final judgment.
⑵In order to accomplish both aims of Securing People’s Life and countermeasure against
Climate Crisis,fundamentally they should be soldier and ordinal businessman in private
sectors.Between public and private,manpower trading(employment and lay-off) with the
cost is necessary due to those wants.

GHQ=General Head Quarter(1)(2)(3)............administration
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manpower supplying(mps)
Actually becoming soldier is limit-less unemployment assurance(minimum life income)
with responsibility(there is problem of rejection) of accepting order to join certain works
⒜The system must be consistent in finance(that is “income－payment”).
⒝The system must be effective and productive in purpose of the WAR TIME REGIME.
⒞The system must be satisfactional both for soldiers and their employees.

[Ｃ]：Problem of Goverment Finance in new money regime:
Issuing new money is not fraud,but righteous deed so long as no breaking ZST!!.
At now also author himself had no insight on new money issuing. However by zero sum
theorem(ZST)<total monetary asset＝total debt, that is total monetary asset is
substantially zero>,it could be comprehensible. Or imagine an elementary dealing where
seller gets +M,while buyer lose -M,and their total money never increase or decrease by a
dealing.Note a government can issues money +M by own debt＝-M,which is the key !!!.
0＝+M－M.
For example,imagine that all people are public servant getting salary from nation.and they
are to send to industry for labor power.A government can issues money +M by own debt=-M.
A government feed +M to nation people as their labor value.People is to buy goods +M from
industry to secure own life. Thus industry get sales +M. Simultaneously people is to work
industry with labor cost +M.Therefore industry pay tax +M to government.Consequently,
the issuing money +M is to return government<government becomes nothing again>
In the other hand ,corporate has another dealing of domestic inter-corporate dealing of
sales +C, export sales of +E and buying from abroad -E’(import).
By ZST, 0＝＋C＋E－E’＋X．If 0＝＋E－E’,then 0＝＋C＋X, X＝－C.
Some corporate’s sales＝－C,which is red and the debt was to feed from bank.

[Ｄ]：The financial simulation.
Following is a possible primitive,but consistent financial model around government
issuing new money(NM). It’s also a problem of planed economy.
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⑴household income 50@ from government become pay corporate for people’s life.
It’s salary for soldier who work corporate as public servants.
⑵corporate income 50@ from government become national project expenditure.
⑶Inter-corporate payment＝B cost is supplied from bank(debt＝B). Which becomes
sales income of another corporate(debt repayment or asset＝B into bank).
⑷Corporate get export income＝A with import cost＝A.(zero sum state＝ZST).
⑸Corporate is to pay tax 100@ at end of year,which cancel s debt of government.
50@ is salary component,while 50@ is substantial corporate tax.
This is due to taxation principle for those who gain sales in public infrastructures.
⑹Bank initially pay B corporate debt,while corporate repay B at end of year.
By debt,any corporate could do future investment for coming needs.
⑺Some corporate made debt＝B,while some corporate got asset same amount due to ZST.
Corporate debt could be canceled by selling their stock or asset.

[E]：The details of inter-corporate dealings with bank.
Corporates(black)
Cbb ＋Crb

＋Bb

Corporates(red)

Central Bank

Cbr ＋Crr ＋Br(＝0)

B(＝Bb).

Corporates(black)
Cbb＋Cbr
Corporates(red)
B＋Crb＋Crr
Central Bank
B
⑴In table 6,there is hidden,but main dealing between corporates,
which is sales＝C(＝Cbb＋Cbr＋Cbr＋Crr)due to own capital.
⑵Corporates(black).
Cbb＋Cbr＝Cbb＋Crb＋Bb.
Cbr－Crb＝Bb......[black sales from red]－[red sales from black]＝Bb<deposit of black>
⑶Corporates(red).
B＋Crb＋Crr＝Cbr＋Crr＋Bbr＝Cbr－Crb＋Crb＋Crr＝Cbr＋Crr.
B＋Crb＝Cbr＋Br.
B－Br＝Cbr－Crb＝Bb<debt>
⑷B＝Br＋Bb.
⑸red corporate can not repay debt＝B,while black one make deposit＝B in a term.
Br＝0, B＝Bb.
⑹Some corporate become red,while the others become black in a term.
. Someday might come for debt repayment,or not.
⑺If Br＝Bb could be created by no tax payment in red corporate,the debt for bank is
vanished to repay Br＝Bb to bank.Then government becomes red by -Bb(own debt not
canceled).This may be reasonable.
⑻Even as though,if government and bank were co-body,they could manage cash Bb by
transfer the deposit component of black corporate.to government.However the
government debt for bank still has been.

[F]：Starting industry resetting and registering new employment(soldier)due to the
tentative plan notified by government in ready time interval(2,3 years).
This is pseudo wartime,at when, necessary settlement(liquidation in closure industry) in
the priority order must be logically and decisively done.Even as though,people’s
minimum life assurance must be secured by anyhow.Those who would loss in liquidation
must decisively recognize that excess carbon consuming is supreme sin to cause mass
extinction of life on earth !!!.
⑴It’s a work on evaluation and estimation on taking and dropping section in corporate
due to the tentative plan.Even though dropping sections,those are to be utilized in future.
Those are not scraps,but treasure. Win or defeat is to depend on this crucial task !!!.
⑵Taking section must,or will very possibly be along with the plan.
⑶The rest portion is to be liquidation(hardware) and manpower lay off(hard&software).
Both are valuable so those should be registered to auction market for coming buyers.
Also nation is buyer.
⑷Laborer with jobless possibility shall register to public labor office to become soldier.
⑸Dropping Corporate with debt are to be sold to creditors for liquidation.
⑹Dropping Corporate with asset are to be emergent property tax targets for government
It’s could be considered as compensation for causing deadly crisis.
Industry,

Industry,

transportation,

transportation,

service at now

service in New Regime

Industry,

manpower

asset for

hardware

transportation,

for soldiers

emergent

stock in

service dropped

(soft & hard)

compen tax

auction

bankruptcy to liquidation

market

It is best scenario of spontaneous transform from dropping to taking in corporate.
For the aim of operation⑴⑵⑶,anything in dropping portion shall be utilized. This is a war
where anything could be utilized to entirely win.

⑺Industry category and role of their position in the plan.
now100%

foods

20%??!!!!!!!!!!!!
What described here are almost very

1.3%+1.3%?

coarse estimation,but not strict,so

industry

those must be corrected in later.

transpt

3397

railroad=0.5x2

commu

23.6%

commu＝0.15

energy

6160

10%

20%carbon

x1015J

chem=37%

sup

42.8%

non-matr=24

repair parts

Industry
non-con

steel=28%

Industry

paper=6%

紙インク,薬

consum

ceramic=5%

建築資材?,..

service
home

2807

medicare

19.5%

new energy R&D !!!
no new building,but utilizing those
which are by repair parts
necessary consuming goods?

heating &

lightning and heating could be

+school=3.5%

lighting=70%

changed to direct solar power

2130

kitchen=1.2%,

light+icebox,etc=36%

lightning and heating

14.8%

room heat=3.7

water heat＝29%

could be changed to

room heat＝26％

direct solar power

kitchen=７％

⒜The beginning may be very bitter<from disposable toward repairable> .
From view of extravagant now era, extreme goods deficit will attack to all of you by less
carbon energy industry(42.8%→10%).The possible way in life may be throughly conserving
non-consumable goods by repairing.Consumable goods such as paper,ink,drugs,soap ,etc
become minimum supply.Clothes are tolerable for decades,but except are working, under
wears,and shoes etc.Most of goods should not be scraps,but reserved for repair parts.
⒝It is biter life-itself that could drive desirable evolution.
Then urging on new energy development would be loud by all sectors.As for the
technology possibility,author has been optimism at all.It is the demand that will push abrupt
development and global popularization.A necessary is mother of inventions.This
revolution would widely grow various kind of inventions in every area,which had been
suppressed in carbon energy decadent era. Invention is very crucial not only in various
level of parts,devices,but also in various level of system design the crucial.
⒞Geo-engineering on Arctic Cooling and Global Forestation.
As for this crucial tasks,industry regime must be arranged to the emergent implementations,

[H]：As for coming the ready time(2,3)years.
The tentative plan would be crucial for coming the preparatory time years.
Because only in this interval,everyone has no carbon energy limitation.Or in this time,
everyone must do transform toward possible preparatory for coming carbon ban era
(C-ban era). Then what we can do toward more than 80% reduction ??!!.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
⑴carbonless energy technologies realizable at now.
Home= 14.8%

Service=19.5%

Industry=42.8%

Transport=23.6%

water heat must be

water heat must be

water heat must be

railroad the highest

main solar with gas,

main solar with gas,

main solar with gas,

efficiency

30% gain in home

30% gain in service

room heat could be

room heat could be

room heat could be

massive street car

direct solar in fine day

direct solar in fine day

direct solar in fine day

implementation
horse carriage,
bicycle,

direct skylight

skylight duct

skylight duct

wind sailing ship (with
cpu control)

Total 70%? gain in

Total 60%? gain in

home

home

75% gain(アサヒ軽金)

high heat efficiency

high heat efficiency

pressure pan

pressure pan

pressure pan

Saphonian blade-less

Saphonian blade-less

Saphonian blade-less

wind turbine gene

wind turbine gene

wind turbine gen

water power gene

water power gene

water power gene

in small rivers

in small rivers

in small rivers
marine power gene

H2 gas would be dominant in coming era.but the problem is how to generate gas ?!
solar,NP

solar,NP

solar,NP

Those are good,but the massive scrapping is difficult at life time.However,............
water fuel(B wave)

water fuel(B wave)

water fuel(B wave)

water fuel(B wave)

for small vehicle

for small vehicle

for small vehicle

for small vehicle

underground room

underground room

underground room

without cooler,heater?

without cooler,heater?

without cooler,heater?

⑵Only carbon less corporate or high priority one would be survived in C-ban era.
However also high priority sectors must take strong strategy of new energy technology.
⑶Estimating indispensable goods volume by minimum energy is crucial in C-ban era.
This is the most crucial rationing problem in “planed economy” by experts.
foods,

goods set_1

goods set_2

energy

E ０＜ E M

E１

E２

energy’’

E０

E１

E２

goods set_m’

goods set_m
Em≦EM ??

Em’≦EM !!

As number of goods increases,the energy also increases.Thus from energy limitation=EM
necessary goods kind and volume shall be roughly estimated<demand side economy>.
⑷Supply side economy calculation to determine real energy＝Em ’.
Due to ⑶,necessary industry with market size and with energy Em’ shall be determined.
If more accurate Em’ ≦EM , OK!.If not so,number of goods must be reduced to re-calculate.
a goods

parts

parts

stuff

stuff

energy

maker

maker1

makerN

maker1

makerM

maker

others

a goods
maker
parts
maker1
parts
makerN
stuff
maker1
stuff
makerM
energy
maker

others
＊arrows are money flows with goods reverse flows.
Thus even a goods in general needs many components with many corporates net work
dealings.In C-ban era,design on goods needs minimum components without redundancy.
⑸Due to above calculations,necessary industry with the market size, the cost ,or
corporate liquidation size and lay off size would be determined.

